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The max number of points on each subquestion is 4, which gives a totalt of 100.
Problem 1.
Read the article “Consistent rationalizability” by Bossert, W., Sprumont, Y., & Suzumura,

K. Economica, (2005) 72(286), 185-200 and address the following questions, based on the
chapters of MWG seen in class.

1. What is the role of transitivity in MWG Ch.1? In what sense transitivity might be
considered too strong for revealed preference theory? Motivate by an example.

2. What do the authors mean by general domains and binary domains? Do you find
“traces” of this division in MWG Ch.1?

3. Prove the following sentence “Because C(Σ) = X, greatest-element rationalizability
implies that R′ is reflexive”, which is stated in Example 1 (p. 193). What does the
example show? Explain the involved concepts.

Exercises. Let Alfred’s preferences �A be as follows:

(x1, x2) �A (z1, z2) ⇔ x1 ≥ z1 and x2 ≥ z2.

Betta’s preferences �B are instead defined by:

(x1, x2) �B (z1, z2) ⇔ min [x1, x2] ≥ min [z1, z2] .

1. How do these preferences differ in terms of completeness, continuity, convexity, local non
satiation, transitivity? Illustrate these preferences graphically.

2. Betta’s utility function is uB (x1, x2) = (min [xα
1 , x

α
2 ])

1
α . For what value of α does this

represent her preferences �B?

3. Determine her Walrasian/Hicksian demand functions, the indirect utility function, and
the expenditure function.

Carlo has preferences �C represented by the function uC (x1, x2) = (x1 + 1)α (x2)
1−α, where

α ∈ (0, 1).

1. Find his Walrasian/Hicksian demand functions, the indirect utility function, and the
expenditure function.

2. Is the derivative of the Hicksian demand a symmetric matrix? Justify briefly.

3. Check the Slutsky equation and Roy’s identity.
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Problem 2. Labor market and Adverse Selection
There is a firm which is a monopolist on the local labor market and sells its production

on a global market where it is a price-taker facing price p per unit. Labor is the only input
of production. To produce q units of good, a worker has to exert a costly effort which costs
him q2

2θ
in monetary terms, where θ is his skill. The population is normalized to 1, fraction

λ is high-skilled (θ = θH) while the rest are low-skilled (θ = θL); assume 0 < θL < θH . The
firm’s profit is revenue from sales less transfers to workers. Assume that θ is worker’s private
information, and that each worker has the same reservation utility û = 0.

1. Characterize the first-best contract.

2. Assume that although q is observable and verifiable, only per-unit wage, w, is allowed
to be written in the contract (so the transfer worker i gets equals Ti = wiqi). Write the
maximization program. Discuss the nature of the constraints. Will high-skilled and low-
skilled workers get the same w in equilibrium? Will optimal w depend on the fraction
of high-skilled workers? Why or why not?

3. Now assume that the contract allows lump-sum transfers, so that each worker i gets
transfer Ti = Ai + wiqi where Ai and wi are written in the contract. You may assume
that λ is relatively low, so it is not optimal for the firm to hire high-skilled workers only.
Compute the optimal schedule in this case. Discuss.

4. Now assume that any contract (qi, Ti) is possible (so qi is also allowed to be written in
the contract). Again, assume that the firm prefers to hire both types of worker. Find
the optimal schedule. Compare to the contracts you found in (2) and in (3). Explain
the differences.

5. Consider the possibility to write any contract (qi, Ti) as in point (4), but assume that
there exists a continuum of workers’ types, θ ∈ [

θ, θ
]
distributed according to F (θ).

Write the maximization program. Find the optimal schedule.

6. Based on the paper “Multiproduct Nonlinear Pricing” (Armstrong, 1996), discuss how
the contract changes in the case of multidimensional types, θ = (θ1, ..., θn) (workers
differ in ability and some other relevant non observable characteristics, for example
experience,...) when the firm produces a bundle of goods q = (q1, ..., qn), such that the
cost of effort for a worker of type θ is c (θ,q). A class of cost function you may consider

is c (θ,q) =
∑n

i=1
q2i
2θi

, which implies that there is one dimension of type θi associated in
a natural way with one specific production line qi. Is it still optimal to hire low quality
workers? Explain.

Problem 3. Credit rationing and Moral Hazard
Based on the paper “Corporate Governance” (Tirole, 2001), consider a risk neutral en-

trepreneur who wants to invest a fixed amount I in a project that can yield a verifiable return
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R > 0 or 0. He has initial funds A < I at his disposal, so that he must borrow I −A at least.
The entrepreneur can either work (exerts an effort e = eH), or shirk (exerts an effort e = eL).
Note that the individual effort is neither observable nor verifiable. The corresponding prob-
abilities that the return is R are pH and pL respectively, with pL < pH . If the entrepreneur
shirks, he obtains non transferable private benefits B > 0. The entrepreneur is protected by
limited liability (he cannot reimburse more than his verifiable income after the outcome of
the project is realized). We denote by r(0) and r(R) the reimbursement for each of the two
possible outcomes. There exists a pool of risk neutral and competing lenders (hence, a lender
will obtain at most 0 profits when lending). The timing is the following:

1. i. Lenders decide whether they agree to grant a loan to the entrepreneur or not. The
terms of the loan are then set.

2. ii. The entrepreneur invests in the project and chooses his effort level e.

3. iii. The outcome of the project is realized. The entrepreneur reimburses according to
the terms of the contract.

We assume moreover that the project is beneficial only if the borrower exerts an effort, pHR−
I > 0 and pLR− I +B < 0.

1. What is the effort level that must be induced by the loan agreement for lenders to accept
to lend? What does this imply on the maximal level of reimbursement for which lenders
finance the project? We will call (expected) “pledgeable income” this maximum amount
that the entrepreneur can offer to reimburse and for which lenders are willing to finance
the project.

We assume from now on that pHR− I < pHB/(pH − pL).

1. 2. What is the minimal amount of personal funds A that the entrepreneur must have
to be financed? Why can we say that there is credit rationing?

Assume now that a monitoring agent can be hired at cost C by lenders. This agent can obtain
a verifiable signal S that can take two values, SH and SL. This signal is a sufficient statistic
on the outcome. We denote σij = Pr(S = Sj|e = ei) and υj = Pr(outcome R|S = Sj), i,
j = L,H. Notice that pH = σHHυH +σHLυL and pL = σLHυH +σLLυL. We assume moreover
that υH > pH and υL < pL (signal SH is “good news” on the final outcome).

1. 3. According to the Sufficient Statistic Theorem (Holmstrom, 1979), on which verifiable
variable(s) should reimbursement be made contingent?

2. 4. Show that the availability of the signal allows to increase the pledgeable income.

3. 5. If hiring the monitoring agent is beneficial, who will eventually bear the cost C? Is
the agent willing to pay to be monitored? Why?
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Problem 4. Mechanism Design of the Environment
Read Baliga and Maskin (2003) and consider their model and the following questions.

1. Suppose (only in this subquestion) that ri must be the same and there is no transfer. Let
there be three individuals where two individuals are of type θi = 1 and one individual
has type θi = D > 1. Let the social choice functional be majority rule. What is the set
of Condorcet Winners and what is the sum of payoffs?

2. From now on, suppose there are two individuals, and the type space is binary so that
the type is either θi = 1 with probability 1/4 and θi = D > 1 with probability 3/4. As
a function of the preference profile, what characterizes the ex post optimal r∗? What is
the expected sum of utilities which this generates?

3. From now on, assume ri must be the same for both, but transfers are available. Derive
the Vickrey-Clarke-Groves mechanism.

4. Consider now mechanisms implementable in Bayesian strategies satisfying budget bal-
ance. When (i.e., for which levels of D) can also all (ex post) participation constraints
be satisfied? An ex post participation constraint here means that every type is no worse
off compared ri = 0, no matter the realized type of the other individual.

5. Suppose D = 2 and that the mechanism designer’s objective is to maximize the sum
of utilities. What is the best possible mechanism implementable in Bayesian strategies
satisfying budget balance and both (ex post) participation constraints?
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4. Consider now mechanisms implementable in Bayesian strategies satisfying budget bal- ance. Derive the 
expected externality mechanism. 
  

5. Derive the set of ex post optimal mechanisms implementable in Bayesian strategies satisfying budget 
balance and participation constraints. An ex post participation constraint here means that every type 
receives a payoff ex post which is at least zero (i.e., as if r=0), no matter the realized type of the other 
individual. 


